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( M I C R O  S E G M E N TAT I O N  O F  F R E Q U E N T  S H O P P E R S  -  R E TA I L  M A R K E T I N G )



Do you have that one friend or acquaintance who spends an 
inordinate amount of time in a retail store or searching for the 
right deal or scouting online in every product category? We 
tease her about being a “shopaholic”, never quite being able 
to understand the compulsions that drive her.  

There are horror stories going around about the negatives of 
being a shopaholic, even after Hollywood made it seem uber 
cool.  

But looking from a brand’s perspective, shopaholics tend to 
make frequent and loyal customers and are therefore the 
absolute favourites. Brands tend to go all stops out to identify 
and pamper them. For not only do they get a huge wallet 
share from these unique set of customers, they are also their 
biggest marketing arm. The soft power they give to the brand 
is not easy to measure. If you ask me, get ten die-hard 
shopaholics to advocate your brand and you can end up 
saving big advertising bucks!  

T H E  S H O PA H O L I C  A M O N G S T  U S



You may meet her anywhere. At the luxury 
store, or the next door retail chain, or maybe 
even at home browsing online! 

So the question we ask is, how does one identify a shopaholic? By getting answers 
to these 10 simple queries. If she tends to give a positive answer, be sure you are 
looking at a shopaholic. 

1. Are you drawn to any kind of brand offers that you see? 
2. What makes these offers irresistible? 
3. Do you end up buying stuff that you don’t require? 
4. Does the shopping experience give you a thrill? 
5. Do you keep thinking of the next time you would get to shop? 
6. Does convincing your friends to come along and shop alongside also give you a 

high? 
7. Do you manage credit cards effectively to enable you to shop every week? 
8. Do you love getting surprised by the loyalty points and rewards and being 

recognised as a privileged customer in the brand outlets? 
9. Do you take the trouble of giving brand reviews on social media? 
10.Do you feel that you know more than the executive at the retail store and actually 

spend time explaining the product to her?

Inside the Mind of a Shopaholic 
S P OT T I N G  T H E  S Y M P TO M S

“It’s on Sale”        “I have nothing to wear”      “Shopping is Therapy”             
“I am setting up for next season”    “That looks amazing! I need it”  



S H O PA H O L I C  T Y P E S  -  T H E I R  W A N T S  &  N E E D S

1. Compulsive shopaholics who 
shop when they are feeling 
emotional distress - shopping 
gives them happiness, this is 
otherwise popularly known as 
retail therapy. 

Confessions: “The shopping 
experience is extremely important to 
us. The entire end-to-end experience, 
be it at any touchpoint (online or 
offline) needs to be a frictionless and 
happy one. We would want to 
indulge in this till we lose our blues 
and feel ready to face the world 
again.” 

Notes to the brand:  
Encourage them to spend more time 
browsing around. They feel safe in 
this environment -  

Give them extra loyalty points to like & share the 
brand’s social media pages 

Give them extra points for amount of time spent in 
digital stores 

Ask them for reviews and feedbacks 

Give them some personalised offers 
at checkout -  

Buy two, get one free 

Get 20% off on special items 

Those are best days of my life!  The best place for me happens to be a retail store. I have spent so 
many happy days here. 



S H O PA H O L I C  T Y P E S  -  T H E I R  W A N T S  &  N E E D S

2. Trophy shopaholics who are always shopping for the 
perfect item - they spend a large percentage of their 
time and money on this singular activity. They want to 
buy an item to remember for posterity. 

Confessions: “The discovery phase in finding that perfect 
item is what gets us going. It’s almost like spending time 
watching your favourite show or playing your favourite 
game. That’s what it is for us. Our favourite activity which is 
designed to give a particular outcome - buying that perfect 
item.” 

Notes to the brand:  
Search button: Ask them what they are searching for and 
guide them - 

Recommend products from categories that they frequently search for 

Send targeted content to educate them about various items in each category 

Gamify your environment -  

Give incentives for spending time with the brand  

Based on their expertise, level them up and give them more shopping privileges 

Make the process of finding and buying the item seem like a treasure hunt 

3. Big spenders  who love flashy items and the image 
associated with it - Social positioning & acceptability is 
most important to this type of shopper. They are a 
marketeer’s delight. And in this age of social media, 
every marketeer worth her salt takes advantage of this 
fact. 

Confessions: “The need to be perceived in a certain 
manner & peer feedback drives us. The more the price of 
an item, the better it is to showcase. What my friends think 
of me - drives our buying behaviour.” 

Notes to the brand:  
High Price tag is important, yet they expect heavy 
discounts - 

Give discounts based on cart value, prompt them to reach a minimum cart value 
with high value items 

Send frequent offers of high priced items from categories they love 

Cross sell from related categories- 

Send offers whenever a new trending item is in stock 

Send product information & content around categories that she likes



S H O PA H O L I C  T Y P E S  -  T H E I R  W A N T S  &  N E E D S

4. Bargain seekers who purchase items they don’t need 
because they are on sale - They are a burgeoning 
segment. The majority of people were always bargain 
seekers. The online world has led to their rapid 
evolution with deals being readily available at the click 
of a button. 

Confessions: “We just cannot resist a good deal. It’s 
FOMO, guys! (Fear Of Missing Out). What if we don’t ever 
get this deal again. We tend to think that we are buying for 
the future.” 

Notes to the brand:  
Send frequent offers - 

Daily & Weekly personalised discount offers for quick gratification 

Publish discount coupons on popular sites and social media 

Encourage and incentivise people to share coupons 

Always keep a QR code in stores or widgets in website for customers to discover 
deals 

Use Affiliate marketing-  

Share coupons links with affiliates and give commission on redemption. 

5. Bulimic shoppers who get caught in a vicious cycle of 
buying and returning. 

Confessions: “We do not feel satisfied. It is as if there is 
another better item out there waiting just for me. Also 
unless and until, we are made to feel that something could 
go wrong if we do not complete the transaction, we may go 
on & on because we secretly love the process of vicariously 
trying out so many things while finally paying for one.” 

Notes to the brand:  
Nudge to complete transaction  

Refund with gift vouchers or store credit with expiry dates 

Loyalty points are debited on return, & extra loyalty points promised to close the 
purchase in next transaction  



6. Collectors who don’t feel complete unless they have one 
item in each color or every piece of a set - Internet 
marketplaces made this popular with recommendations for 
every purchase. Today the consumer feels that she has 
made an incomplete purchase if she hasn’t bought the 
whole set.  

Confessions: “There is this sense of incompleteness and it’s 
keeps gnawing away. Nothing is right with the world till the final 
piece of the jigsaw is completed. That’s the feeling when we 
know that we have bought an incomplete set of items.” 

Notes to the brand:  
Recommendations for offers sent during and/or after the 
purchase-  

People who buy this also bought these items 

Buy the complete set and get X% discount 

When prices for items in the set come down 
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